Managing online information
Activity 1 – Fake news article (A&B)

A) Young boy in critical condition after Apple AirPods
explode in his ear

B) Man who bought a pair of dentures on shopping app
WISH can suddenly speak chinese
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A young boy in Florida has being hospitalised after his brand new Apple
AirPod earphones allegedly exploded in his ear.

A Boston man, Arnold Richardson, said he didn’t know what to do when
his dentist told him that he was going to need a new set of custom
dentures to replace the ones he’s had the last 10 years.

Caleb Mitchell, 8, has been hospitalised with 2nd degree burns on his face
and inside of his ears after his Airpods exploded. According to Mitchell’s
parents, the young boy is lucky to be alive, but is not out of the woods yet.

“I was really put out, I can’t afford that kind of thing on my salary,” said
Richardson, 46, a carpenter in the South End of Boston. “I really felt lost.”

“I can’t believe something like this could happen,” said Josiah Mitchell, a
standup comedian and the boy’s father. “I didn’t think they could get hot
or explode or anything like that. Yet hear we are. Get it? Hear? Because
Caleb is pretty much deaf now. Oh s***, I crack myself up.”

Richardson said that he scoped out the internet for the best deals and was
surprised to find a set of dentures on the shopping website/app called
Wish, which sells items at highly discounted rates, occassionally knock-offs,
but almost always shipped from China.

Caleb supposedly always had his Airpods in his ear, other than the times
where he was charging them. He would even sleep with them and wear
them even when not listening to music. “Airpod owners are obsessed”
says Candice James, a therapist, “Airpod owners really think they’re hot
s*** because their headphones don’t have wires. Wow, you’re so cool. I
just feel bad for the boy here because his parents indoctrinated him into
wanting these in the first place.”

I was hesitant, honestly, because you hear about toys and other items
coming from China and they’ve been painted with old, lead-ridden paint or
something like that, but really, it was all I could afford.”

As Caleb is recovering, technology experts warn Airpod owners to not use
them so much.

https://empirenews.net/man-who-bought-a-pair-of-dentures-onshopping-app-wish-can-suddenly-speak-chinese/

After waiting 6-8 weeks for his dentures, Richardson said he was “very
surprised” to find that they fit perfectly, and even more surprised that
when he put them in his mouth, he automatically began speaking Chinese.

“Just throw them out,” said tech expert Lee Xiu, “You’ll be a better
person, Airpod owners are annoying.”
https://empirenews.net/young-boy-in-critical-condition-after-appleairpods-explode-in-his-ears/
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Managing online information
Activity 1 – Fake news article (C)

C) Facebook user

MISSING PERSON
Please help bring Jessica home. For any
Information that could help is find her,
Please contact her family.

Shared post:
This is Jessica Burrows. She was last seen near the Lincoln area. She’s five
years old, brown cropped hair and dark blue eyes. If you have any
information about her disappearance, please contact her family to help
bring her home. PLEASE SHARE!

PLEASE SHARE!
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